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Culture Of Honor The Psychology
In "Culture of Honor: The Psychology of Violence in the South", Richard Nisbett and Dov Cohen closely examine violence in the American South and show the extra violence in the South to lie in the culture of honour inherited from the original settlers of the South, who were herders from the mountainous regions of Scotland and northern Ireland.

Culture Of Honor: The Psychology Of Violence In The South ...
In cultures of honor everywhere, traditional masculinity is a virtue that has to be defended. Various ethnographies have described cultures of honor in great detail. Sociologist Elijah Anderson, for example, has written about the culture of honor in inner cities of the United States.

Culture Of Honor (CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY) IResearchNet
a cultural standard in an area, country, or ethnic people wherein brutality is recommended as the favored response to an affront or other menace to one's dignity or reputation. CULTURE OF HONOR: "America is not a culture of honor, despite the uncouth and violent acts of some people in defense of themselves.". Related Psychology Terms.

CULTURE OF HONOR - Psychology Dictionary
Background. The "culture of honor" in the Southern United States is hypothesized by some social scientists to have its roots in the livelihoods of the early settlers who first inhabited the region. Unlike settlers with an agricultural heritage (mainly from the densely populated South East England and East Anglia) who settled in New England,...

Culture of honor (Southern United States) - Wikipedia

Culture Of Honor: The Psychology Of Violence In The South ...
Culture Of Honor: The Psychology Of Violence In The South by Richard E Nisbett. This is an exploration of the reasons behind the higher rate for homicides among whites in the southern United States.
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